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New 7 storey offi ce  development with below 
ground  Hospitality facilities  in Central London
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MJP’s project for wine merchants 
Berry Bros. & Rudd is located in the 
heart of the St.James’s Conservation 
Area within the City of Westminster 
on a very tight and sensitive urban 
site, surrounded on three sides by four 
Grade II* listed buildings. 

The proposal is effectively split into 
two distinct parts. At Ground fl oor and 
above the scheme provides 10,000sq. 
ft of lettable fl exible workspace 
whilst below ground level the new & 
refurbished basements extend and 
enhance BB&R’s existing Hospitality 
and Wine School facilities. 

Recovering lost spaces
The offi ce is accessed from St. 
James’s Street, through a re-
confi gured shopfront of Richard 
Norman Shaw’s Alliance Assurance 
Building, 1881. Upon arrival into this 
new reception space one would 
proceed into a three storey high 
circulation atrium – a space uniting the 
existing white ceramic glazed lightwell 
of Shaw’s building with the re-claimed 
rear façade of an early 18th Century 
Georgian Terrace.   This previously 
under used and undervalued lightwell, 
previously fi lled with redundant M&E 
kit,  becomes the thriving heart of the 
building providing all circulation.

The brickwork to the rear of the terrace 
has been carefully refurbished, 
exposed in full for the fi rst time in over 
a hundred years  – earlier subsequent 
developments having been built 
up against its blank  rear wall. The 
circulation space is enclosed by a glass 
roof, above which the new white brick 
rear elevation, facing Pickering Place, 
rises. 

A number of structural solutions were 
developed for the workspace with 
the team selecting a post-tensioned 
concrete slab, typically used on larger 
civic scale projects, in order to achieve 
column free fl exible fl oorplates. The 
offi ces exploit views over St James’s 
Park and the London skyline beyond .

Adjoining Buildings
There are a number of adjoining 
buildings in the same ownership and 

this is most evident at the basement 
levels where a network of buildings 
are interlinked. Over the years BB&R 
have re-invigorated their wine cellars 
by transforming them into hospitality  
spaces. In a further development of 
this process a brand new cellar - the 
Sussex Cellar - has been created. A 
new double storey hospitality space 
has been created, with a tiled fan 
vaulted soffi t  and a mezzanine.  

A new commercial kitchen is also 
incorporated at sub-basement which 
re-organises existing facilities and 
allows the renovation and  expansion 
of the ‘Napoleon Cellar’ at the base 
of the Alliance Assurance building. 
Access to the Napoleon Cellar has 
also been enhanced as part of the re-
organisation.

Sustainability
The brief required a highly controlled 
and adjustable environmental control 
system for the offi ce space due to its 
prime location and premium rents. A 
VRV system was selected wherein 
piped refrigerant circuits allow rooms 
to exchange heat energy with each 
other, across fl oors, so that the energy 
from a room with high occupancy or 
large numbers of computers can be 
passed to a cooler area. This “trading 
of energy” between the fan coil units 
and also between the heat pumps 
delays the need to supply energy 
to the building, increases operating 
effi ciencies and reduces overall energy 
consumption and running costs. The 
pipework is extended to maximize 
‘trading’ capacity and is heated via a 
gas condensing boiler and cooled, 
in peak summer, using an adiabatic 
cooler.

At the basement levels a mechanical 
displacement ventilation system is 
used wherein fresh air is delivered 
at low level, buoyancy driven, and 
extracted at high level reducing the 
need for fans and limiting noise whilst 
being more closely tailored to the 
actual ventilation requirements.

The project has been developed in 
conjunction with Short and Associates.

01.  New entrance into the workplace via a re-worked Grade II* Listed shopfront
02. Ground fl oor plan illustrating close relationship with surrounding Listed Buildings
03. View looking up through the glass atrium roof in previously under used lightwell
04. A new spectacular cantilevered staircase  rises within the existing lightwell. 



“  The architects have orchestrated the subtle resolution 
of an architectural puzzle of unusual complexity 
culminating in several well hidden but spectacular 
jewels”

Ian Latham, Architecture Today 
  

01.  View of the new double height basement hospitality space, 
with its Guastavino Brothers inspired tiled fan-vaulted 
soffi  t and large circular opening showing the dining room 
below
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01.  Timber lined hospitality circulation stair
02. Typical upper fl oor offi  ce plan
03 & 04. Views showing the offi  ce circulation space and its relationship to 
the restored Georgian brick wall at the rear of Pickering Place
05. Elevated view of Pickering Place elevation and the London skyline 
beyond
06. View towards the corner of St. James’s Street and Pall Mall 
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